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You probably never thought  
to give someone a fan as a gift 

(they’re usually bulky and  
boring). But the bladeless Dyson 
Cool AM06 ($300; dyson.com) is 

sleek, powerful, and quiet— 
a tough combo to master for a fan. 

It tilts, turns, has a sleep timer  
(all of which can be operated via a 

remote), and will keep a room at 
the ideal temp for you to wake up, 

work out, and get ready happy.
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These 18 fab new items will make shopping for the stylish, fit people in your life easy and fun.

By Mallory Creveling  Photographs by Will Styer

Up your cool factor 



gift guide/FITNESS

	 Never	miss	a	workout	again,	thanks	to	the	latest,	
most	high-tech	gadgets	that	make	fitness	fun.

Tone	up	fast

 Adventure cred
Upgrade your Instagram feed 
with full-circle photos and videos. 
The Kodak PixPro SP360 Action 
Cam ($350; kodakpixpro.com) 
views in four ways: dome, segment, 
ring, and panorama, so you capture 
every angle of your snowboarding 
run, ice-skating outing, winter hike, 
and other active experiences.

Ear gear
Fidgeting with tangly cords and 
earbuds that won’t stay in place can 
be a workout buzzkill. No more, 
with the over-ear Beats by Dre 
Studio Wireless headphones ($380; 
store.apple.com). They sit comfort-
ably on your head and deliver the 
rich sound of your most motivating 
music to make those long, steady 
cardio sessions feel easier.

Durable shades
The Bliz Tracker sunglasses ($120; 
blizeyewear.com) come with two 
sets of unbreakable lenses —one 
smoke-tinted for sunny skies and 
the other orange-tinted for cloudy 
days—and an extra removable 
lower frame, so it’s like having six 
specs in one. They’re ideal for any 
outdoor activity and tough enough 
to act as goggles on the slopes.

Smart monitor
The Fitbit Charge ($130; fitbit.com) 
is the latest in the brand’s line of 
activity trackers. Instead of having  
to continuously check your smart-
phone, the display now shows the 
time and incoming calls, as well  
the signature stats like steps taken, 
distance traveled, calories burned, 
and sleep duration. 
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gift guide/FOOD

Eat	like	a	foodie
Whip	up	delicious	meals	and	healthy	drinks	like	

a	pro	with	these	time-saving	kitchen	essentials.

A better blade
Dinner prep goes a lot faster 
when you’ve got a good set 
of knives, like these ceramic 
ones by Kyocera Revolution 
Series ($20 to $80; kyocera
.com). They stay sharp  
longer than metal varieties, 
plus they come in seven 
colors, so you can add a 
pretty pop to your kitchen.

The perfect pour
Attention, coffee snobs! 
Craft a cup of joe that fits 
your high standards by 
controlling the grind’s 
strength and freshness with 
the ROK Espresso Maker 
($199; importika.com).  
It only takes five minutes  
or less to brew.

Mini mug
Sip espresso out of this 
porcelain Apilco Tradition 
Espresso Cup ($32 for a set 
of 2; williams-sonoma 
.com). It’s the same as the 
ones used in many 
European cafés, so you’ll 
almost feel like you’ve 
been transported abroad. 

Quick mixer
Celebrating a recent  
personal record? Be your 
own healthy mixologist: 
Easily concoct a frilly, 
low-cal cocktail in just 15 
seconds with the Rabbit 
Electric Cocktail Mixer 
($20; metrokane.com). 

Portion control
Sticking to your diet is easy 
with the Joseph Joseph 
TriScale ($30; joseph 
joseph.com). Its three arms 
extend to create a steady 
platform for measuring 
portion sizes in bowls, and 
then it conveniently folds 
down to fit in a drawer. 
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gift guide/BEAUTY

Get	pretty
Freshen	up	after	cardio,		
pack	for	a	yoga	retreat...	
your	on-the-go,	look-great	
routine	just	got	simple.

Pretty air freshener
Sweaty gym clothes and sneaks 
won’t stink up your workout bag 
with the Jo Malone London Pine & 
Eucalyptus and Frosted Cherry & 
Clove Scented Baubles ($45 each; 
jomalone.com). Hang one up at 
home, too, when your exercise or 
laundry room needs a refresh.

All-in-one compact
Consolidate your makeup bag:  
This Yves Saint Laurent Wildly 
Gold Limited Edition Palette ($95; 
yslbeautyus.com) has four eye 
shadows, two lip colors, and a blush 
for fast touch-ups, no matter where 
you are or where you’re headed.

Cases with charisma
Sephora Collection Phrase Bags 
($20 each; sephora.com) are  
roomy enough for your post- 
sweat essentials, plus they serve  
as mini bursts of motivation with 
witty sayings like “Just Grab and 
Glow,” “Travel Light, Live Big,”  
and “It’s the Gilded Things.” 

Natural beauty
The magnifying simplehuman 
Mini Sensor Mirror ($130; simple
human.com) automatically illumi-
nates a soft sunlight-like glow when 
you’re near it, which makes applying 
a natural look easier. Flatten and 
store it in its case and you won’t  
have to fight for mirror space in  
a crowded locker room. 
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gift guide/STYLE

Be	sporty-chic
Fashionable,	tech-friendly	
accessories	make	juggling		
it	all	feel	effortless	and		
look	cool.

Screen saver
Working out anywhere is easy  
with the Diane Von Furstenberg 
Heritage Print Zip Around iPad 
Mini Case ($158; dvf.com). The 
trendy snakeskin cover helps to 
keep your tablet’s screen from 
cracking, so all you have to worry 
about is which routine to stream.

Multitasking carryall
Everyday tote meets glam gym 
duffel with this Coach Metallic 
Leather Elevated Rhyder 33 Satchel 
($650; coach.com). It’s roomy 
enough for daytime essentials, plus 
a freshen-up pouch and gear for a 
workout, so you no longer need to 
lug around more than one bag.

Gloves we love
With cozy wool and touch-
screen-friendly fingertips, these 
stylish Banana Republic gloves 
($80; bananarepublic.com) keep 
you warm and connected on 
long walks. Plus, they add a little 
edge to your après-ski style. 

Fancy phone cases
Choose from more than 20 
Bandolier iPhone 5/5S or  
6/6 Plus cases and chains ($40 
to $125; bandolierstyle.com). The 
back pocket or sliding case lets 
you stash an ID, credit card, and 
gym pass, turning your phone 
into a hands-free mini-purse.
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